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Magic Kingdom is by far the most iconic Disney park. Of course you can argue that Disneyland is more iconic and prestigious, but let's be real, more people come to MK so standard, they are a smidge better. If there is one thing that really gets me hyped when visiting Magic Kingdom it should be snacks.
From Dole Whip and waffle sandwiches to ice cream sundaes and churros, there are so many delicious options that I think everyone should try at least once. Below are 10 of my all time favorite snacks you get from Magic Kingdom. What you won't find are popcorn, Mickey Pretzels, and Mickey Bars just
because you'll find them in disney accommodation. Best snacks at Magic Kingdom (2020) Here are my absolute favorite snack picks you should try the next time you're in Disney's Magic Kingdom. 1. Fruit and Nutella Waffle Sandwich I don't care what anyone says, but I take this over a Dole Whip every
day. Warm and fresh waffle, topped with fresh strawberries and banana, and so much sticky Nutella. It literally can't be defeated. It's honestly a hearty snack or even sweet lunch. Either way, you won't be disappointed. Plus, they even have one that's topped with sweet and spicy chicken and slaw. It's
great! You get this snack from Sleepy Hollow Inn just off Liberty Square. 2. Dole Whip Float (I know the image is of Pineapple Lanai on the Polynesian, but the float is literally the same lol.) With the Dole Whip Float you get a combination of pineapple ice cream and fresh pineapple juice. I recommend to
have your Dole Whip swirled with vanilla ice cream because it helps reduce the intensity of pineapple overload. You get this from Aloha Isle in Adventureland. 3. Pineapple Upside-Down Cake What I love about this is that you get a delicious moist pineapple upside down cake topped with your choice of
Dole Whip. It is a fantastic snack that is both filling and refreshing. Plus, it makes good use of one (1) Disney Dining Plan snack credit card. This can be found at Aloha Isle in Adventureland. 4. Ooey Gooey Toffee Cake This is one of the most underrated and forgotten snacks at Disney World, especially
since you have to make a reservation at Liberty Tree Tavern to eat it. But if you like hot, sticky pies, then it's well worth it. With this dessert you get a warm vanilla cake filled with sticky toffee that is sprinkled with chocolate and caramel and topped with vanilla ice cream. Pure perfection. 5. The Plaza
Sundae I challenge you to walk down Main Street USA and not turn your head to the right as soon as you smell freshly baked waffle bowls. I recommend you to try either the All American Sundae or the Plaza Sundae (pictured). And if you like hot peanut butter topping, I recommend you get your sundae in
it. Of course, there's always hot fudge. You get this from the Plaza Ice Ice Salon. 6. Cheshire Cat Tail A new discovery for myself, this Cheshire Cat Tail is essentially an extra long hot chocolate Danish twist topped with colorful glaze. You can find this from Cheshire Cafe right on the Teacups. 7. Red
Velvet Mickey Cake Pop Honestly, this is probably the most hidden of all the gems on this list. Super moist red velvet (or chocolate) cake covered in chocolate and finished with two marshmallow Mickey ears. You get this from either the Main Street Confectionery or Big Top Treats. 8. Churro Ice Cream
Sandwich Sometimes, if you catch it properly, you get vanilla ice cream sandwiched between two soft, and sometimes warm cinnamon churros. Other times the churro is a bit difficult. Anyway, it's a nice snack. You get this from Sleepy Hollow Inn. 9. Hot Giant Cinnamon Roll The Breakfast of Champions.
A huge, warm cinnamon bun smothered in frosting. It's not Cinnabon, but it's an acceptable compromise. You can enjoy this at Gaston's Tavern in New Fantasyland. 10. Loaded Buffalo Tater Tots Sure these may be a meal, but I find this an excellent salty snack choice. With this snack, you get tater tots
smothered in hot sauce and buffalo chicken with a little drizzle from ranch and a pinch of celery and bleu cheese crumbles. You can enjoy this at Friar's Nook in Fantasyland. ... Thanks for reading and hopefully you try some of my favorite Magic Kingdom snack recommendations. If you have any other
great finds and recommendations, leave a comment below or send me a DM on Instagram (@adambryan) or (@disneytastebud). More Disney Snacks! And for more Disney Parks snack recommendations, check out my lists below: Hollywood Studios Snacks Animal Kingdom EPCOT SHARE THIS Keep
up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! If you're looking for something new to binge-watch, Disney+ always adds a lot of new content. From original series like Becoming to more seasons of Disney Junior favorites, here are a few of the shows coming to Disney's streaming
platform in September. The cast of ABC's 'Once Upon a Time' | Jack Rowand/Walt Disney Television via Getty Images 'Once Upon a Time' switches to Disney's streaming platform September 18Th If you've ever wondered what fairy tale characters would look like in the real world, ABC has the answers.
Once Upon a Time tells the story of a city, Storybrooke, which holds the secrets of characters like the Evil Queen, Rumpelstiltskin and Captain Hook. Only one person can break the curse on the characters, and that's Emma, the daughter of Snow White and Prince Charming. Most seasons of this ABC
original TV show were originally available with a subscription to Disney's rival streaming service, Netflix. Together with films such as Princess and Frog en Marvel's Ant-Man and the Wasp, dit dit series will make the switch to Disney's platform. Reportedly, seasons 1 through 7 of this drama series will be
available for binge-watching starting September 18. RELATED: From 'Ant-Man and the Wasp' to 'The Greatest Showman' Here Are the New Movies Coming to Disney+ In August 2020 The series 'Magic of Disney's Animal Kingdom' is a Disney+ original and exclusive series If you miss the Disney parks,
the company has a magical (and streamable) alternative. Disney+ is adding a new series titled Magic of Disney's Animal Kingdom in September and it's been narrated by Beauty and the Beast, Frozen, and Frozen 2 actor, Josh Gad. This series gives fans a behind-the-scenes look at the magic of this
theme park and what it takes to monitor 300 species and 5,000 animals, including those at Kilimanjaro Safaris. There are 8 episodes in this docuseries, which debuts on September 25. Disney Junior content joins Disney+, including 'Fancy Nancy: Fancy it Yourself' This 6-year-old is ready for more
adventures, friends and fun. During the Disney Junior series Fancy Nancy: Fancy it Yourself, the title character discovers what makes people unique and now another season of her series is coming to Disney+. There's already plenty of Disney Junior content available on the subscription service, including
Sofia the First and Mickey Mouse Clubhouse. This season of Fancy Nancy: Fancy it Yourself is coming to the Disney+ streaming library on September 25, along with a number of other shows coming to this streaming platform. 'Becoming' premiered on September 18Th From executive producer LeBron
James to a docuseries with lots of stars and how they became the celebrities they are. That includes Anthony Davis, Caleb McLaughlin, Candace Parker and Nick Cannon. This series will be available on Disney+, starting September 18. If you want to binge-watch the latest and most popular Disney
movies and series, head to Disney's streaming platform Disney+. For more information about Disney+ and to subscribe to their website, please visit. RELATED: 'The Little Mermaid 2:' Why Disney Fans think Ariel is the only Disney Princess with a daughter NEW YORK (TheStreet) – When I was a
younger dad there was a pretty common gift-giving tradition that pleased the recipients and the benefactor. If you wished on a star that your child or grandchild would have a successful and financially secure future, you would buy them at least a share of Walt Disney (DIS) – Get Report and take delivery
of the colorful stock certificate. The certificate would be placed in a sturdy, glass-covered frame and hung from the child's bedroom wall. Many of those stock certificates still exist, and their value has skyrocketed over the decades. As an owner of amusement parks deemed the happiest places on earth
and a media empire that ABC network and ESPN includes Network, DIS knows how to generate lots of green, bright money. If you've been waiting to buy some shares or add them to your existing Disney shares, this may be a good time. On Thursday, the company reported its latest quarterly results.
Although quite positive given the times, the company missed revenue forecasts and the stock dipped $1 after-hours. Disney's net profit increased by 14% in the quarter, partly due to an increase in sales. This increase is mainly due to higher consumer spending in theme parks and on cruise ships. Yes,
they even have a popular cruise line aimed at families with children and adult children, too. Net income rose to $1.24 billion, or 68 cents per share, from $1.09 billion, or 58 cents per share, a year ago. Adjusted earnings of 68 cents per share met analysts' expectations. When it comes to revenue, although
it was 3% higher at $10.78 billion, it was slightly below the $10.9 billion analysts had expected. Film studio revenue fell and revenue on the company's pay TV and TV networks grew a modest 2%. DIS has had better quarters, but overall this was not too bad. Disney's shares hit an all-time high back on
May 15, 2012 at $45.80, and since that time it has been hitting new highs. On September 25, it hit both a 52-week high and another all-time high of $53.40. The chart below helps us to see how the stock price has grown along with operating margin and increasing sales. YCharts DIS data As you can see,
quarterly growth has declined and the stock is retreating. The 200-day simple moving average of the stock price is slightly above $46, and there aren't enough reasons to believe the stock will correct that much. Jim Cramer and Stephanie Link actively manage a real money portfolio for his charitable fund -
enjoy in advance of each trade, full access to the portfolio and deep coverage of the latest economic events and market movements. As I wrote in an article Thursday, now that the U.S. elections are behind us, the foundation is being laid for some excellent investment opportunities. As I write this the U.S.
stock market is in freefall. Some hints of panic are in the air... A plethora of profitable companies and their stocks offer some long-awaited 'bargain' prices. One of those bargain stocks is the reigning monarch of entertainment and nostalgia that spans more than 3 generations. With a 12-month (TTM)
operating cash flow of more than $8.5 billion and leveraged free cash flow (TTM) of more than $3.5 billion, we see the tip of the iceberg when it comes to profit and quarter and well into 2013. This should not only help DIS maintain its current dividend of 60 cents a year, which equates to a pay-out ratio of
only about 20% of its profits, but opens the way for dividend increases. CEO Bob Iger has he wants the company to reduce its capital expenditure, perhaps hinting that paying shareholders is a more generous return on their investment in the spl she has. There is a lot of competition for Disney's empire
especially when it comes to television and revenue from broadcasting sporting events. The forward (one-year) PE ratio is approaching 15. Compared to competitors such as News Corp. (NWSA) – Get Report, with a forward PE slightly above 12, and Time Warner (TWX), with a forward PE also around 12,
DIS may be overdue for a stock price pullback. TWX, by the way, reported its earnings on Wednesday and they beat analysts' expectations on both earnings per share and revenue. TWX's $1.04 annual dividend yields a yield on price nearly twice that of Disney's current dividend (2.36% versus 1.2% for
DIS). So as one of my mentors told his clients, get ready, get ready, not yet. That may apply to when DIS will be oversold and ready for value-conscious investors. If you look at the relative strength index of Disney it appears that DIS is approaching an oversold level. The very popular relative strength
indicator is a momentum oscillator that compares the strength of the gains with the strength of losses over a given period. RSI always varies between 0 and 100. Values below 30 and above 70 are usually repurchased as oversold. A strengthening RSI indicates that gains tend to dominate losses.
However, once the RSI climbs above 70, the durability of the gains becomes more questionable. At present, DIS is drifting to an RSI level that in the past preceded a rebound to significantly higher levels. Looking at the unfolding of this current stock market correction, we can remember that the fourth
quarter of a year that includes a presidential election normally outperforms other quarters of the year. It won't be long before the stock market experiences an end-of-year rally. DIS must be a rewarding participant. At the time of publication, the author had no position in any of the files mentioned. This
article was written by an independent contributor, separate from the regular reporting of TheStreet. Jim Cramer's protégé, Dave Peltier, finds your stock under $10 picks with explosive upside potential. See what he's doing today with a 14-day FREE pass.
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